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ABSTRACT

Photonic Interconnection Networks for Applications in Heterogeneous Utility Computing Systems

Cathy Chen

Growing demands in heterogeneous utility computing systems in future cloud and high performance computing systems are driving the development of processor-hardware accelerator interconnects with greater performance, flexibility, and dynamism. Recent innovations in the field of utility computing have led to an emergence in the use of heterogeneous compute elements. By leveraging the computing advantages of hardware accelerators alongside typical general purpose processors, performance efficiency can be maximized. The network linking these compute nodes is increasingly becoming the bottleneck in these architectures, limiting the hardware accelerators to be restricted to localized computing.

A high-bandwidth, agile interconnect is an imperative enabler for hardware accelerator delocalization in heterogeneous utility computing. A redesign of these systems’ interconnect and architecture will be essential to establishing high-bandwidth, low-latency, efficient, and dynamic heterogeneous systems that can meet the challenges of next-generation utility computing.

By leveraging an optics-based approach, this dissertation presents the design and implementation of optically-connected hardware accelerators (OCHA) that exploit the distance-independent energy dissipation and bandwidth density of photonic transceivers, in combination with the flexibility, efficiency and data parallelization offered by optical networks. By replacing the electronic buses with an optical interconnection network, architectures that delocalize hardware accelerators can be created that are otherwise infeasible.

With delocalized optically-connected hardware accelerator nodes accessible by processors at run time, the system can alleviate the network latency issues plague current heterogeneous systems. Accelerators that would otherwise sit idle, waiting
for it’s master CPU to feed it data, can instead operate at high utilization rates, leading to dramatic improvements in overall system performance.

This work presents a prototype optically-connect hardware accelerator module and custom optical-network-aware, dynamic hardware accelerator allocator that communicate transparently and optically across an optical interconnection network. The hardware accelerators and processor are optimized to enable hardware acceleration across an optical network using fast packet-switching. The versatility of the optical network enables additional performance benefits including optical multicasting to exploit the data parallelism found in many accelerated data sets. The integration of hardware acceleration, heterogeneous computing, and optics constitutes a critical step for both computing and optics.

The massive data parallelism, application dependent-location and function, as well as network latency; and bandwidth limitations facing networks today complement well with the strength of optical communications-based systems. Moreover, ongoing efforts focusing on development of low-cost optical components and subsystems that are suitable for computing environment may benefit from the high-volume heterogeneous computing market. This work, therefore, takes the first steps in merging the areas of hardware acceleration and optics by developing architectures, protocols, and systems to interface with the two technologies and demonstrating areas of potential benefits and areas for future work. Next-generation heterogeneous utility computing systems will indubitably benefit from the use of efficient, flexible and high-performance optically connect hardware acceleration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The rise of high-performance computing and cloud computing models has brought with it a trend towards utility computing. These processing-as-a-service systems offer many advantages over traditional computing models, and have increasingly utilized specialized hardware acceleration to increase computation efficiencies. However, today’s electronic networks have limited the performance of these heterogeneous systems due to low bandwidth densities, distance energy dissipation, and data-rate-dependent energy depletion [4]. Consequently, specialized hardware has been limited to physically close locations in the utility architecture. However, oftentimes, the location, and thereby function of the hardware acceleration is a application-specific problem [4, 5].

Many systems are now held back by the network latency [1], spending much of the compute time waiting for data to be moved around the system. The interconnection network is becoming a bottleneck in efficiency in heterogeneous utility computing systems, causing increased latency in compute times. Communication between the CPU and hardware accelerators must be high bandwidth, low latency, and energy efficient [6]. While it is feasible for electronic interconnection networks to reach per-channel data rates up to 25 Gb/s [7], the power dissipation at these high bandwidths becomes overwhelming and contributes to increase overall system cost and complexity.

In contrast with current electronic designs, the large bandwidth-distance product enabled by an optical interconnect to the hardware accelerators can provide the bandwidth, latency, and efficiency necessary to support dynamic allocation
via an interconnection network. Thusly, a photonic interconnection network for heterogeneous computing is a optimal solution to current network limitations and computing efficiencies. The design maintains the through puts required by CPU-accelerator communications, and can enable the scaling of processing capacity by allowing a CPU to dynamically use more accelerators than are accessible electronically.

1.1 Large-Scale Utility Computing

Large-Scale Computing systems like High Performance Computing and Cloud Computing models allow used access to computing resources outside the traditional Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) model of buying computing resources that depreciate over a period of time. They instead move toward an Operating Expense (OPEX) model, in which a shared infrastructure is used in a pay-per-use model similar to traditional utilities like water or electricity [5].

Consequently known as utility computing, from a hardware allocation and pricing perspective, utility systems offer new aspects to consider in computing models. Firstly is the appearance of infinite computing resources that are available on-demand, that are quick enough to follow load surges, that eliminate the need for computing users to plan far ahead for provisioning.

Secondly, there is the elimination of up-front commitments to hardware resources by users, allowing companies or individuals to start small and increase hardware resources in cases when there is an increase in need. Additionally, is the ability to pay for computing resources on a short-term basis, and release them when not in use, thereby rewarding conservation [8]. Utility computing offers many advantages over traditional General Purpose Processing (GPP) models, allowing for the parallelization of a workload of an application, as well as being faster, more efficient, and cost effective [8].

1.1.1 High-Performance Computing

High-Performance Computers (HPCs), also known as supercomputers, are computers that are designed for optimized processing capacity, typically for calculation-
intensive operations in data-intensive research fields such as particle physics, geographic information systems, and biology [9]. Supercomputers today employ tens of thousands of processors to achieve targeted performance metrics, rated in floating-point operations per second (FLOPS). The current world record holder is the Tianhe-2 machine in Guangzhou, China with a peak performance of 22.96 PetaFLOPS. And, if current trends continue (see Figure 1.1), it is feasible an exa-scale machine will exist in the near future [10].

Figure 1.1: Performance of Top500 HPC Systems - The Performance (in FLOPs) of the first and 500th supercomputers on the Top500 list. As well as the sum of the two together. If these trends continue, an ExaFLOP machine could be possible in the next 5-10 years. Source: Top500.org
1.1 Large-Scale Utility Computing

In many HPC systems, limitations in I/O performance are reshaping platforms, and as a result, hardware accelerators (see Section 1.1.3) and optical interconnects are propelling new architecture designs [11]. Channel data rates for off-chip interconnects have been steadily increasing in response to system needs, in order to improve cost per transported bit, power per transported bit and to meet bandwidth density requirements for wiring and area density. However, electrical interconnects become more difficult to scale past 10 Gb/s, due to frequency depend losses, frequency resonance effects, and crosstalk. Copper traces suffer from larger losses at higher frequencies due to the skin effect and dielectric losses [12].

Mitigating the issue with larger, fatter wiring exacerbates wiring density and routing problems. Optical interconnects, on the other hand, do not suffer from such strong signal degradation effects. They also provide other benefits such as smaller connector size, reducing cable bulk, and reduced electromagnetic interference. Due to the benefits of optical interconnects, the use of optics in large-scale HPC systems is increasing [12], in fact, the number of optical channels in a single HPC super computing system can be on par with the worldwide volume in parallel optical interconnects in a few years.

IBM’s Power7-chip based Power 775 super computing system is an example on such system that is leveraging the advantages of optical interconnects, integrating a fiber cable optical backplane within the rack as well as for the rack-to-rack cluster fabric. Optics modules in the Power 775 are located on the same first level package as router chips, on a glass-ceramic multichip module (MCM). The MCM contains 28 transmit and receive modules with 12x10 Gb/s capabilities. These MCMs are connected electronically to the microprocessor MCMs on the same card and optically to the router MCM. Figure 1.2 show one side of the system card, with eight router chip MCMs and their associated optics [12].

1.1.2 Cloud Computing

Clouding computing is quickly emerging as a resources for many work flows due to its ability to meet the needs of numerous diverse costumers [13]. From search engines to video streaming and cloud computing applications, the cloud is capable
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Figure 1.2: Optical Interconnects in IBM Power 775 - An IBM Power 775 system drawer, with eight router multichip modules (MCMs), each with 28 transmit and receive modules, with 12x10 Gb/s bandwidth. The inset shows the underlying glass-ceramic substrate. Source: IBM
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of running every data-intensive computations that require a high level of communication [14]. This architectural model has led to a direct shift in recent years to on-demand computing services like Hardware as a Service (HaaS), Data as a Service (DaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and Gaming as a Service (GaaS) [1, 8].

HaaS emerged as a result of advances in hardware virtualization, usage meter, pricing, and IT automation, and provides customers with scalable and manageable hardware as needed, examples include Amazon’s EC2, IBM’s Blue Cloud project, Nimbus, Eucalyptus, and Enomalism [15]. Nvidia’s GaaS platform, NVIDIA Grid provides high-quality multi-device gaming with less hassle, and click-to-play simplicity, with no need to purchase new gaming hardware, game patches, or digital downloads needed [1, 16]. In SaaS, applications that are traditionally desktop based, like word processing and spreadsheets, and move them to the cloud, alleviating the customer of the burden of software maintenance, and simplifying testing and development for the provider [17].

According to research from IBM, 85 percent of new software today is being built for the cloud. One-quarter of the world’s applications will be available on the cloud by 2016, and almost three-quarters of developers say that they are using the cloud in applications they are developing now [18]. Recently, several cases of cloud computing being used to solve mobile computing issues have been seen.

Current mobile computing applications are demanding compute intensive capabilities like natural language processing, computer vision, augmented reality, and speech recognition. These demands and computations are not being performed in the mobile devices themselves, but rather in the cloud. Amazon’s Silk browser is an example of mobile applications that leverage the cloud. Silk is a "cloud accelerated" Web browser, where the software resides both on the Kindle as well as Amazon’s EC2 cloud. Silk divided the labor of a page request between the mobil hardware and the Amazon E2, looking at factors like network conditions and location of content. As a whole these applications are known as mobile cloud computing applications (mCloud) [19].

Due to the diverse and data-intensive nature of cloud applications, high interaction is needed between servers. This requirement poses a significant challenge to the networking in data centers, needing to create interconnection networks
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with high bandwidth and low latency [14]. Networks in cloud computing systems must improve to sustain increasing network traffic nodes, in addition to keeping the total power consumption inside the rack almost the same, due to thermal constraints [14].

Recent developments in cloud architectures have focused on improving the ratio of performance to cost, mainly by addressing the physical-layer technology within the network. High-radix microelectromechanical systems (MEMs) based optical circuit switches have been proposed for use in data centers in cloud computing [20, 21]. MEMs are attractive due to their energy efficiency and bandwidth density of optics when compared to electronic switches. However, MEMs switches have a relatively high latency, leading to inflexibility in network topologies. Moreover, MEMs based approaches are inadequate for diver and unpredictable traffic in cloud computing applications and thusly, additional physical-layer advances are necessary for next-generation cloud computing systems.

1.1.3 Heterogeneous Utility Computing

These large systems are quickly becoming heterogeneous in design, and next-generation large-scale computing systems must leverage novel physical-layer technologies to close the network latency gap, enabling Large-Scale Systems to reach their full potential. By leveraging economies of scale and optimizing resource utilization, utility computing is beneficial to both operators as well as the end users, allowing for lower costs, higher efficiencies, greater flexibility and scalability in the utilization of hardware resources [22]. Computational and data centers are often limited by power density, efficiency, and computer density, and while GPP microprocessors are working toward improving power efficiencies, heterogeneous processing (in the form of hardware accelerators) can provide an order of magnitude improvement in these metrics [23].

Beyond the ability to offer massive parallelization, specialized computation hardware can be used to accelerate tasks such as regular expressions evaluation, linear algebra solving, or digital signal processing (all common computations in these utility machines). As a result, the use of hardware acceleration (specialized hardware for specific computational tasks) has emerged as a critical architectural
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Heterogeneous systems show a lot of promise by combining the benefits of conventional architectures with those of specialized accelerators [24]. Not only are these cloud computing systems able to parallelize the workload of an application across multiple processors, they can also offer specialized hardware to off-load and accelerate programming execution [6].

Following the trend of acceleration adoption in the past several years, this year, more than half of newly installed systems will incorporate accelerators as HPC system operators move from the initial "heat seeker" phase of technological innovation toward the early adopter phase. The large numbers seen in this deployment phase are an indication of the high user expectations for performance gains relative to CPUs [11].

![Figure 1.3: Acceleration in HPC - Percentage of High Performance Computing Systems](source: Intersect360 Research, 2014)

- Percentage of High Performance Computing Systems (surveyed by Intersect360 Research with Accelerators from 2009 to 2013. Between systems installed in 2011 and 2012, there was a doubling of systems with accelerators, in 2013 this increased by another 3%. Source: Intersect360 Research

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Floating Point Processing (FPP), Regular Expressions hardware, and other forms of hardware acceleration are already being used commercially in industry.
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Known as heterogeneous computing, these systems offer users a unique platform for computation that traditional Personal Computers can’t offer. Using different kinds of processors - x86, CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, Encryption engines - in cooperation on a computing task in a pay-per-use systems creates an ecosystem for utility computing operators to invited in specialized hardware that would be inefficient in traditional non-utility computing models. As seen in Figure 1.6 between 2012 and 2013, Intersect360 Research’s High Performance Computing (HPC) User Site Census found that the percentage of High Performance Computing Systems with Accelerators increased from 24 percent to 44 percent [2, 25].

Additionally, in HPCs, the number of accelerators per systems is increasing. This increase is indicative of HPC sites moving from a phase of testing the concept of acceleration, but rather putting accelerators into real problems, at times large problem sets. From 2013 to 2014, of the systems surveyed by Interset360, the average number of accelerators per systems was 121, as compared to 58 in 2013 reports (excluding outlier systems of more than 2,000 compute nodes and single systems with more than 1,000 accelerators per system [25].

The Department of Defense’s Heterogeneous High Performance Computer (HHPC) combines 48 Pentium4 Xeon nodes with a 12 million gate Annapolis Microsystems Wildstar FPGA, using it to accelerate the parsing for Joint Battlespace Infosphere pub-sub brokering from 2 ms to 14 us using the FPGA [26]. The HHPC sustained a rate of 34 trillion operations per second on 48 nodes and one FPGA, comparable to the top HPC at the time, the Earth Simulator in Japan, which had a peak rate of 36 trillion operations per second, on 640 nodes.

1.2 Hardware Acceleration

Hardware Accelerators are compute nodes that are faster at performing specific calculations than general purpose processors. Computation kernels that are often found in cloud computing algorithms, such as pattern matching and digital signal processing, can greatly benefit from hardware acceleration. Utility computing systems offer a unique platform for specialized hardware. Known as hardware acceleration, these units are build not to compute any task, as General Purpose
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Processing is, but rather to compute specific tasks or to work on specific data sets.

The GPU is an example of such a hardware system. GPUs are specially designed to manipulate and create data sets specific to graphics processing. Resultantly, these hardware accelerators offer large parallel computing capabilities. Many compute tasks and applications with highly parallel data manipulation, like those algorithms found in Monte Carlo simulations in financial analysis and video game graphics rendering in Gaming as a Service (GaaS), are perfectly aligned for hardware acceleration on GPUs. GPUs, Floating Point Processors, and Regular Expressions Hardware are all forms of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) that are specially designed for computationally intensive software code. Hardware accelerators are much faster than software, at the expense of taking up more space and specialization to a specific task.

In the financial services industry, as firms push towards executing trades at faster speeds, many are turning to GPUs to get an extra edge [6]. There is a 200-300 percent increase in performance in GPU/CPU systems when compared to a single x86 core. These systems are lower latency, consume less power and deliver higher performance for the same power. As seen in [5] Murex has been able to achieve 150x speedup using Nvidia GPUs in when compared to a single core Xenon processor [2].

The NVIDIA Corporation recently announced their GPU-accelerated Gaming as a Service (GaaS) system (Cloud gaming), NVIDIA GRID. GaaS allows for the game to be rendered on a cloud system, and design scheme known as any-device gaming. GRID allows for high-quality, low latency, multi device gaming on any PC, Tablet, smartphone or television. Additionally, anytime accessibility to a library of gaming titles allows the game to be saved on the cloud, so playing and continuing to play games is device agnostic. These systems also eliminate hardware setups, game discs, digital downloads game installations and game patches. This system has been proven to achieve a 30 ms reduction in latency on the NVIDIA GRID platform [1]. In Grid, each server (pictured in figure [1.4]) contains 12 GPUs, 20 servers are packed into a GRID rack, equaling the computing power of 700 Xbox 360s.
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![NVIDIA GIRD Server](image.jpg)

Figure 1.4: Photograph of NVIDIA GIRD Server - Each server contains 12 GPUs, 20 of these servers are packed into a single GRID Gaming Rack, which in turn is capable of 200 TFLOPS of computing (equivalent to 700 Xbox 360s) [1].

The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) can also be used in heterogeneous systems to provide direct implementation of an algorithm in hardware. The FPGA provides this ability with custom logic arrays and programmable logic devices, though this comes at the expense of logic speed and density. Though, modern FPGAs provide very-large logic arrays, at reasonable clock speeds [27, 28].

1.2.1 Location

Oftentimes, the location and function of the hardware accelerator is task-dependent. Where you place the accelerator and what you have it do is heavily influenced by the situation. One such example is database acceleration - the SQL domain-by-aggregation can be DRAM-limited, cache-bound, TLB-prefetch-bound, or
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![Graph showing speed-up with Tesla GPU](image)

**Figure 1.5: GPU-acceleration Speed Up** - Time to price a 15 year cancellable range accrual on a Constant Maturity Swap Spread, using a 2-factor Heath-Jarrow-Morton model with 1 million Monte Carlo simulation paths. The model uses a full term structure for volatilities and includes calibration of correlations. [2].

instruction-bound depending on the cardinality, the particular data set, and the operations you are performing [4]. An aggregation operation spanning many disk drives could benefit from accelerators that decompress, formate and select relevant field as a flow-through process, but another type of database operation could require the entire data set to be streamed through caches, and thus need
accelerators to process as CPUs and FPGAs. As data sets and tasks change, one may want to rethink both location and function of accelerators [4].

Communication between the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and these hardware accelerators must be high bandwidth, low latency, and energy efficient [3]. Due to these demands and the power limitations associated with high-speed electronic communications over long distances, accelerators must be placed physically close to the CPU (localized on the motherboard). This architectural limitation severely constrains the number of accelerators each CPU can directly access (only those local to it), and can lead to the under-utilization of these accelerators (can not access more accelerators than those local to it) [3].

1.2.2 Communication

![JPEG encoding](Figure 1.6)

Figure 1.6: JPEGs in Facebook - Illustration of the JPEG encoding in Facebook data centers. Each picture that is uploaded is regenerated as 4 JPEGs of varying sizes, for use in various parts of the sight. Source: Facebook

As these systems grow, the interconnect is becoming a bottleneck that limits the speed of computation [8]. Communication between the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and these hardware accelerators must be high bandwidth, low latency, and energy efficient. The Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) [29] protocol used in many GPU platforms has a peak capacity of 2 GB/s per lane (in each direction). Typical GPU systems require 16-32 lanes (32-64 GB/s) to accommodate their bandwidth needs. In order to strive towards zero latency, market data is distributed uncompressed, driving applications toward terabit networking [30].
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The input/output (I/O) interface (i.e., PCIe) of a processor chip is a well suited interface point for architectures are paired with general-purpose processing cores, and allow for standard server models to be augmented with application-specific accelerators. However, traditional I/O attachment protocols introduce significant device driver and operating system software latencies \[31\]. And, while electronically interconnects can theoretically reach per-channel data rates of 25 Gb/s, the power dissipation at these bandwidths become overwhelming \[32\]. In NVIDIA GRID, a third of the game latency time is caused by the network in the system \[2\].

![Multicast in Spade Algorithm](image)

**Figure 1.7: Multicast in Spade Algorithm** - Multicasting in the Spade Algorithm for bargain discovery. Source: \[3\]

Additionally, current network models do not exploit the data parallelism found in many utility computing applications. Multicasting data is an integral part of many hardware accelerator architectures. As seen in Figure 1.7, in the SPADE application for bargain discovery for example, Trade Quotes are multicast to a Trade Filter and Quote Filter to help determine if the current asking price for a stock is less than the volume-weighted average price \[3\]. In Facebook data centers, every uploaded picture is encoded and saved as four jpegs of differing size for use on various parts of the site \[33\]. Over 220 million new photos are uploaded to Facebook per week, resulting in 25TB of additional data being generated a week in these data centers.

Resultantly, in many of these heterogeneous systems, a large portion of the processing time is now due to networking. As seen in Fig. 1.9 in the NVIDIA GRID system, approximately a fourth of the overall gaming latency time is caused by the networking within the architecture. Due to these demands and the power...
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Figure 1.8: Power8 Die Photo - Die photo of the IBM Power8 chip, announced in August of 2013, to be used by the OpenPOWER Foundation for use in big data and cloud computing applications. The PCIe slot on the die can be seen in bright green on the middle bottom of the chip. Source: IBM

limitations associated with high-speed electronic signaling over long distances, the placement of such accelerators have been necessarily constrained to close physical proximities to the CPU.

1.2.3 Programming Innovations

Various programming languages exist for CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs and various other accelerators in isolation. OpenCL [34], CUDA [35], and OpenMP [36] are all languages used in programming GPUs that are extensions of the C programming language [37, 38]. In order to extract the high-performance benefits of these systems a programmer must program in different languages and models. This makes it hard for the programmer to work equally well on all aspects of an
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Figure 1.9: Gaming latency in NVIDIA GRID - Comparison of game latency of NVIDIA GRID, Cloud Gen 1, and Console + TV game. The network (light green) takes up approximately a fourth of the overall gaming latency time. Source: NVIDIA Corp

application. Additionally, at current, very little attention is paid to the idea of co-execution - the problem of arranging programming execution using multiple distinct computing elements that work seamlessly together [37].

Co-execution requires that a programmer be able to do a number of things in different languages. Namely, partition a program into tasks that are mapped to specific processing nodes, schedule tasks on these computational elements, and handle the communications between the computational elements, which requires serializing data and preparing it for transmissions, routing data between processing elements and receiving and deserializing data. This complexity is further aggravated by the fact that some accelerators require very specific programming to run efficiently. This places a large burden on programmers and had thus far, in part limited the abilities and full potential of heterogeneous systems [37].
However, recent innovations in this realm seek to improve these limitations. One such compiler and runtime are IBM’s Liquid Metal, a compiler and runtime for a programming language called Lime. Liquid Metal allows for the co-execution of the resulting programming on CPUs and accelerators that include GPUs and FPGAs, and allows for the use of a single programming language for heterogeneous computing platforms [37]. When using Liquid Metal, a program is presented as a representation that describes the computation as independent but interconnected computational nodes. The end result after compilation is a collection of artifacts for different architectures, labeled with the computational node that is implemented.

Consequently, the runtime can then choose a number of functionally-equivalent configurations depending on what nodes are available. With Liquid Metal, one is no longer bound to static, premature partitioning of a problem, and runtime-partitioning is not permanent, is adaptable to program workloads, phase changes, availability of resources, and other dynamic features [37, 38]. Another tool in development is LegUp, an open source high-level synthesis tool that aims to improve the C to Verilog synthesis, making FPGA programming easier for software programmers [39]. LegUp accepts standard C as an input and compiles the program to a hybrid architecture containing an FPGA-based MIPS soft processor and custom hardware accelerators [40].

1.3 The Computing-Optics Interface

The use of photonic technologies holds the potential to enable high-bandwidth links with novel functionalities to reduce off-chip data access latency and power dissipation [41]. Optical interconnects can not only achieve high per-channel data rates, they can also significantly improve communication bandwidths through wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), and can support terabits-per-second of optical band switching using single optical fiber [42].

While active optical cables have started the shift towards optics in computing, these implementations rely on traditional, inefficient electrical transceivers, providing only moderate energy and performance advancements. Concurrently,
the development of optical switching can significantly improve the overall performance and energy efficiency of utility computing systems [43, 44, 45, 46].

By combining these distinct technologies of optical networks and computing, maximal benefits can be achieved in future optically-enabled utility computing systems. It is important to note that electronic technology in current microprocessors has been optimized for short-distance, bursty communication, thereby relying heavily on point-to-point links in which data is frequently buffered and retransmitted. Contrasting, a lack of optical buffering technology has resulted in optical network technology development that utilize unique communication protocols. As a result, there is no directly mapping of existing electronic systems to optical networking technologies. Therefore, it is necessarily to develop a computing-optics interface that will be able to enable future processors to both leverage the benefits of optical interconnects, while simultaneously minimizing significant modifications to the surrounding processing technologies.

1.3.1 Optical Interconnection Networks

Optical Interconnection Networks (OINs) are an attractive solution to the communication bottleneck (See: 1.2.1) within future large-scale computing systems [44, 46, 47, 48]. Currently microelectromechanical system (MEMs) switches are being considered for integration into data center architectures. However, due to the inherent mechanical nature of MEMs based switches, and consequently their high switching latency, these switches are unsuitable for most networks.

Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) on the other hand, have been demonstrated to provide high-bandwidth, low-latency switching for optical switches [45, 49]. Silicon photonic devices show great promise in their ability to provide high-bandwidth, low-latency, and energy-efficient switches, and could then be used to create large-scale optical networks [50]. However, silicon photonic technologies are still in its infancy and due to this immature state are not yet suitable for creating large-scale networks. As a result, SOA-based OINs serve as the basis for this dissertation. It should be noted that the developed protocols in this work remain compatible with both SOA-based and silicon photonic switches.
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1.3.2 Optically Connected Hardware Accelerators

Heterogeneous Utility computing architectures are well suited for the deployment of optical interconnects, especially optical networks, due to performance and energy requirement of hardware accelerated computing, as well as the necessary flexibility needed in the network to support needed to support the inherent data parallelism in traffic patterns, and the application-dependent location and function of hardware accelerators. By leveraging the bandwidth-density and distance-immunity of optics, optically connected hardware accelerators can alleviate the electronic-interconnect constraints facing current heterogeneous systems. Latency in optical links is purely a function of distance, therefore allowing efficient, transparent optical networks low access latency \[51\]. With these OINs, delocalized, dynamically allocated hardware acceleration can be realized.

Figure 1.10: Block Diagram of Optically Connected Hardware Accelerators - Block level schematic depicting how a next-generation heterogeneous system can be connected to many optically-connected hardware accelerators across an optical interconnection network.

There has been continuing work into alleviating the network latency in heterogeneous systems. In \[31\] the authors present CAPI, a Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface that attaches the accelerator as a coherent CPU peer over the I/O physical interface. Designed for the POWER8 platform, the CAPI provides the capability for off-chip accelerators to be plugged into PCIe slots, participating in the system memory coherence protocols and enabling the use of effective addresses to reference data structures in the same manner as applications running
on the cores. This bypasses the costly driver and software I/O stacks used in most systems impose a high overhead and a cumbersome communication model, decreasing the speedup with heterogeneous systems could have.

Ongoing work into 3D heterogeneous computing integration at the chip level shows promise. In [52], a scalable heterogeneous multi-core processor is presented as 3D heterogeneous chip stacking of a CPU and reconfigurable multi-core accelerators in massive parallel computing. In this chip, the interconnect is a scalable 3D Network on Chip (NoC). In this work, a change in the number of stacked accelerator chips can scale processor parallelism through an inductive-coupling ThruChip Interface. This chip was fabricated at 65nm CMOS.

### 1.4 Scope

The primary contribution of this dissertation is the development and implementation of an OCHA system. In this system, the electronic bus between processor and accelerators is replaced by an optical interconnection network, thereby allowing the delocalization of hardware accelerator resources. To achieve this, processors and accelerators interface with local photonic transceivers. Moreover, this work encompasses the creation of a novel optical-network-aware hardware accelerator allocator that functions as the optic-computing interface, as well as a novel switching protocol for a wavelength-stripped phase encoded header. A series of experiments is presented that characterize the OCHA systems across three key metrics that must be addressed in next generation heterogeneous systems.

- **Bandwidth** - The low bandwidth-density of electrical interconnects limit hardware accelerator bandwidth. OCHA must allow a road map towards larger, delocalized heterogeneous system architectures.

- **Latency** - The network latency in heterogeneous systems is a large part of the overall system latency. Optical networks must be designed to minimized additional latency when compared to a traditional electronic link.

- **Efficiency** - In many systems, the efficiency of the systems is directly correlated to profit margins [4]. Depending on the industry and the application,
efficiency can be defined differently. The speedups provided for optical inter-connected heterogeneous systems must compare in efficiency to electronic systems.

This dissertation is organized as follows.

• **Chapter 2** - This chapter details the optical network architecture utilized throughout this dissertation. Optical networks are paramount to enabling technology for future optically connected hardware accelerators (OCHA) in utility computing systems. Here, the protocols and network functionalities are analyzed with respect to their abilities and impact on future utility computing systems.

• **Chapter 3** - This chapter details initial work done in dynamic optical interconnection networks. Next-generation mobile computing cloud applications will need to be user aware and be able to dynamically route data and allocate resources as a function of location and network conditions of the mobile client. In this chapter, a WiMax/Optical network testbed is presented, utilizing the a Optical Interconnection Network Interface in conjunction with a WiMax antenna and a VLAN connection to a transparent WDM optical network.

• **Chapter 4** - This chapter details initial work done to explore the multicasting abilities of OCHA systems in the areas of bandwidth and latency. The OCRM used in this work and the work presented in Chapter 5 is outlined and detailed in this chapter. This is the first demonstration of a optical test bed that is able to leverage the phase encoded header as a fast-switching control of large hardware accelerator packets.

• **Chapter 5** - In the work presented here, the OCHA network is demonstrated as a bidirectional dynamically reconfigurable functional system. This critical step demonstrates that the flexibility provided by optical interconnects provides improved bandwidth, latency, and efficiency. In this experiment we validate our proposed architecture with a FPGA-based bi-directional emulation test bed. The optical packets generated by the FPGA
are sent through a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)-based, wavelength stripped, optical network, and utilizes a phase-encoded header for routing. Additionally, it demonstrates the ability of optical interconnects to provide novel architectures in heterogeneous computing.

- **Chapter 6** - This chapter summarizes the contributions of this dissertation and describes ongoing and future work towards developing OCHAs in heterogeneous utility computing systems.
Chapter 2

Optical Interconnection Networks for Heterogeneous Utility Computing

This chapter details the optical network architecture utilized throughout this dissertation. Optical networks are paramount to enabling technology for future, dynamically allocated, reconfigurable, and optically connected hardware accelerators (OCHA) in utility computing systems. Here, the protocols and network functionalities are analyzed with respect to their abilities and impact on future utility computing systems.

2.1 Optical Network Design

The optical networks used throughout this dissertation makes use of SOA-based optical switching nodes \[54\] to implement \(2 \times 2\) or \(4 \times 4\) switching fabric test beds. The modular switching nodes can be linked together to create larger, multi-staged networks. Utilizing a wavelength-stripped format for messages, this these switching node minimize latency by eliminating many inefficiencies in current switching technologies, namely those caused by Optical-Electronic-Optical conversions.

Figure 2.1 shows the wavelength-striped format that enables messages to be transparently routed through the switching node. By using wavelength-striped routing, routing is simplified and switching latency is minimized. In this scheme,
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Routing information is encoded on header wavelengths that are combined with the hardware accelerator data using WDM, as seen in Figure 2.2. Each header utilizes a phase-encoded header (see section 4.4.1 or section 5.3.2 for control logic). This system allows for dynamic switching to each destination node independently.

The switching node utilizes a broadcast-and-select architecture, the wavelength-striped message enters the input port, where passive optical elements (e.g., couplers, filters, fiber) direct the appropriate header wavelength to low-speed (155-Mb/s) photo detectors (PD) on the switch boards on the 30 side of the splitter. The now-electrical header is then passed to simple, high-speed control logic that in turn gates an SOA on or off. The SOAs act as a broadband optical amplifier at each output port; the gain provided by the SOA restores power equivalent to any optical losses incurred throughout the switching node.

Concurrently with this process, the payload data packet (70 side of splitter) passes through a fiber delay line (FDL) that matches the time required to filter, receive, and process the aforementioned header information (approximately 10 ns). The FDL routes the payload data into the SOAs, and should the logic indicate that the node is to be switched to, the SOA is enabled just-in-time to allow transparent, low-latency routing. The control logic is implemented using a complex programmable logic device (CPLD) [55] or an FPGA, depending on the board used. The FPGA allows for more diverse and advanced network functionality. Figure 2.3 shows and illustration of how the switching node could be configured in a 3×3 network.

2.1.1 Switching Conventions

The photonic switching nodes outlined in 2.1 have been demonstrated to operate as a packet switch [49], circuit switch [56], or hybrid packet and circuit switches [57]. Wavelength-striped optical packet switching is achieved by modulating the header wavelength such that they are consistent for the duration of each packet, with some guard time at the beginning and end of the packet. In this scheme, optical packets can range from tens of nanoseconds to milliseconds in length, with a payload ranging from 10 Gb/s to 8×40 Gb/s WDM channels per packet [58]. Table 2.1 indicates the combinational logic used in the CPLD to
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![Figure 2.1: Photonic Switching Node](image)

- **Figure 2.1: Photonic Switching Node** - (A) Schematic and (B) photograph of the SOA-based switching node - routing information is encoded on the header wavelengths that are decoded through an OEO conversion, where a CPLD computes the logic to control a number of SOAs. This scheme allows for the elimination of many OEO conversions that limit current switching nodes.

control the SOAs. This protocol was modified in later work to create the phase
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Figure 2.2: Wavelength-Striped Message Format - Low-speed header switching wavelengths (controlled by the GPIO MICTOR on the FPGA) are combined with high-speed payload wavelengths using WDM encoded header schemes detailed in Sections 4.4.1 and 5.3.2. An attractive inherent feature of optical interconnection networks, as illustrated in Section 2.1, is the inherent ability to perform a multicast in the optical domain using passive devices that can split the power of an input signal into several outputs [59].

OCHA systems may exhibit unpredictable communication patterns and benefit greatly from quick switching abilities. Communication patterns also involve messages of varying lengths. It is therefore desirable to make runtime decisions regarding resource allocation and switching implementations.
Figure 2.3: 3×3 switching - (A) Schematic of how the switching node would be configured in a 3×3 set up, with an FPGA as the control logic and (B) photograph of the 4x4 SOA-based switching node that this could be implemented on.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No Packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Valid Packet, ALL off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node A and B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node A and C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node B and C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node A, B, and C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Wavelength-striped header logic table - When the frame wavelength is valid, the output SOAs are controlled by their control bit. In the above table, these bits are labeled A and B. The logic explains what nodes would be switched to in each scenario. This combinational logic implementation allows for simplified logic in the CPLD. In later work, this scheme was modified to allow for fast switching of longer packet.

2.1.2 Scalability

In order for optical interconnection network to enable future computing systems to achieve greater performance and scalability, high data rates and advanced modulation formats must be adapted. Though the traditional non-return-to-zero on-off keying (NRZ-OOK) is popular for its simplicity, differential-binary-phase-shift keying (DPSK) has been seen as a potential improvement, due to its 3-dB improved receiver sensitivity (with balanced detection) as compared to OOK. These benefits become more apparent as data rates exceed 40 Gb/s and even 100 Gb/s, and the optical network elements begin to exceed the abilities of driver and receiver electronic circuitry.

Next-generation large-scale systems will require optical interconnection networks that utilize high per-channel data rates and advanced modulation formats that improved resilience and spectral efficiency. The photonic switching nodes outline in 2.1 have been demonstrated to transmit 8x40Gb/s WDM packet across
2.2 Implications for Heterogeneous Computing Systems

A 4x4 optical interconnection network test bed using OOK and DPSK [60]. These experiments correctly routed 8x40 Gb/s data with error free operation (BER 10-12) with best case power penalties of 1 dB for OOK and .52dB for DPSK streams.

2.2 Implications for Heterogeneous Computing Systems

The latency characteristics of an optical interconnect approach to hardware acceleration is a critical issue to exam. Current networking latencies in heterogeneous systems are already growing, additional latencies are not desirable. The transparency of the photonic switching nodes reduces the overall latency to the time-of-flight between a processor and accelerator. Each additional meter of single-mode fiber (SMF) adds approximately 5 ns [51] of latency to the communications path.

And, while this may be negligible at a single rack, it may become problematic for links that span large-scale computing systems. A goal of this OCHA design is to minimize the accesses to accelerators that are more than a few meters away (similar to the case of today’s electronic networks). One of the main advantages of the OCHA systems is that it’s sole limitation is the latency caused by time-of-flight. On the other hand, in electronic interconnects, communications distances are limited by latency, power, bandwidth, and real estate (space on die/board). In this dissertation, local hardware accelerators are the ones with the shortest optical path.

The OIN described here enables the latency and bandwidth performance of the OCHA system to meet the demands of heavily loaded heterogeneous utility computing systems with hundreds to thousands of processors and accelerators. Moreover, high-speed transceivers operate at high per-channel data rates, demonstrated by 10 Gb/s, 25 Gb/s and the recently amended 40 and 100 Gb/s Ethernet standards [61], and recently announced 400 Gb/s Ethernet [62]. Using multiple of these high-speed transceivers with WDM creates the bandwidth density necessary for OCHA nodes with bandwidth in the 100’s or 1000’s of gigabits per seconds, on a single fiber. Many OCHA nodes could then be combined further using an optical interconnection network with petabit system bandwidths.
The efficiency of optical interconnects supports diverse applications and effects both compute and power efficiencies. The reconfigurability of the proposed OCHA network supports many workloads and computational situations. Take for example an application of cloud gaming, in which a user begins playing a game on a small mobile platform with low connectivity on her way home, the application could allocate her game stream to a GPU accelerator for graphics and physics processing.

If sometime later the same cloud game is restarted on a Fibre-to-the-home connected 4K display medium, the game could be reconfigured to 8 GPU accelerators for processing. The system can be configured to allocate accelerators based on availability and application specifics, including but not limited to connectivity, calculation size, etc. Additionally, a web search application with less predictable communications could offload processing to the cloud when a connection is strong, but do more localize processing when the user jumps to a less strong connection.

The application specific functionality and location can also be address with reconfiguration in OCHAs. An ASIC like a FPP could be configured in the optical network to appear in different parts of a pipeline chain by reorganizing the optical network. With a combination of FPGAs and optical networks, one could imagine a system wherein the location and function of an accelerator was a runtime, or close to runtime, allocation. The flexibility and computational possibilities of this platform are enormous, opening heterogeneous computing systems a new applications that were previously unattainable.

The network nodes would be configured to exploit the data parallelism in many heterogeneous utility computing processes. In many applications, where a multicast of the same data is needed, as mentioned in Section 1.2.2, a processor can simultaneously multicast data to multiple accelerators to perform different calculations on with a single accelerator access. Alternatively, the multicast-capable OCHA system could be configures for resilience to tolerate a hardware failure of an entire accelerator, or even accelerator node, while maintaining efficiency, the use of multicasting can also be used to transmit along serval redundant paths to the same destination node to ensure coherence.
2.3 Discussion

Optical interconnection networks are critical components of future optically-connect heterogeneous systems that allow high-performance, energy-efficient integrated optical links to leverage low-latency, transparent routing through the large scale networks in next-generation heterogeneous utility computing systems. This in turn, enables the deployment of OCHA systems with the necessary computing capacity and bandwidth to mitigate the increasing network latency issues.

The optical network test bed components described in this chapter can provided low-latency optical network between processors and hardware accelerators. For the remainder of this dissertation, the above optical network is used. Additional comments that were utilized are described in subsequent sections.
Chapter 3

Dynamic Data on Optical Interconnection Networks

This chapter details initial work done in dynamic optical interconnection networks, and preliminary work involving the wavelength-striped header packet format. Next-generation mobile computing cloud applications will need to be user aware and be able to dynamically route data and allocate resources as a function of location and network conditions of the mobile client. In this chapter, a Wimax/Optical network testbed is presented, utilizing the a Optical Interconnection Network Interface in conjunction with a WiMax antenna and a VLAN connection to a transparent WDM optical network.

This test bed dynamically changed the destination IP address of the packets by looking at the received signal strength of the mobile user. In this work a system was demonstrated that dynamically streams video data from a wireless client through the WiMAX base station. The packets are processed in real time by a netserv module, sent through a transparent WDM optical network, and received by an end node that receives the pack and decodes the data into a video.

3.1 Background

Current mobile computing applications are demanding compute intensive capabilities like natural language processing, computer vision, augmented reality, and
speech recognition [19]. These demands and computations are not being performed in the mobile devices themselves, but rather in the cloud. According to research from IBM, 85 percent of new software today is being built for the cloud. One-quarter of the world’s applications will be available on the cloud by 2016, and almost three-quarters of developers say that they are using the cloud in applications they are developing now [18].

Recently, several cases of cloud computing being used to solve mobile computing issues have been seen. Amazon’s Silk browser is an example of a mobile application that leverages the cloud. Silk is a ”cloud accelerated” Web browser, where the software resides both on the Kindle (wireless device) as well as Amazon’s EC2 cloud. Silk divides the labor of a page request between the mobile hardware and the Amazon E2 cloud computer, looking at factors like network conditions and location of content to make decision on how to divide the workload. As a whole these applications are known as mobile cloud computing applications (mCloud)[19].

As these trends in mCloud continue, the cloud network will need to become application and user aware. One way in which this can be achieved would be to route data as a function of the end user’s signal strength. A simple way to measure the location of a user is to look at the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) of the received mobile radio signal. The higher the RSSI number, the stronger the user’s signal, the lower the RSSI number, the weaker, and thus further away.

In this dynamic network, with applications in mobile gaming and augmented reality, the RSSI value would be a factor in hardware accelerator allocation. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, take for example, a system of GaaS, where a mobile gamer with a weak RSSI (and thus poor video quality) was allocated a single GPU for physics engine computations in their game, while another gamer, with a much stronger RSSI (and thus better video quality) was allocated two or three GPUs for physics engine computations. This would maximize resource allocation in the cloud gaming system.
3.2 Optical Interconnection Network Interface

In order for heterogeneous systems to truly capitalize on the benefits of an optical network, an efficient interface needs to support transparent interconnects between electronic processors and the OIN. This interface must be high-bandwidth and low-latency as well as represent itself as a switch that is compatible with standard network protocols [63].

The Optical Interconnection Network Interface serves as a bridge between the electronic protocols and the optical network protocols. The Network Interface Card (NIC) is a specialized hardware component that connects to a CPU and a OIN and provides transparent optical network communications, in that the optical network is unseen to the electronic end nodes.

Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) [64], (abbreviated as 10GE for 10 Gigabit Ethernet) originally a class of Local Area Network (LAN), has evolved into a large scale computing networking standard. Given it’s prevalence in large scale computing,
3.2 Optical Interconnection Network Interface

as well as it’s compatibility with TCP/IP, the Optical Interconnection Network Interface contains a 10 GE NIC in an end host, a FPGA-based development board, connect through a Quad Small Form-factor Pluggable (QSFP) cables that set up a 4x3.125 Gb/s transparent connection. The Network interface takes Transport Control Protocol data from a CPU running Linux. The data packet is re-encoded into the wavelength-stripped packet outlined in section 2.1.

![Figure 3.2: Optical Interconnection Network Interface - (A) Schematic of the Optical Interconnection Network Interface showing the Myricom 10 GE card, QSFP, top level logic of on the Stratix II FPGA and (B) photographs of the components used to build the set up, including the Stratix II Development board](image)

The Ethernet link originates in the Network Interconnection Card of a 64-bit host computer, through a 10 Gb/s Myri-NIC interface. The Optical Network Interface Card (ONIC) is implemented on an Altera Stratix II GX FPGA development board. Using a 10 Gigabit Media Independent Interface (between the MAC and PHY layers of 10 GbE -XAUI Mode) transceiver where data is de-serialized, aligned, 8b/10b decoded, and passed to self-defining modules.

The self-defining modules parse the Ethernet header information, transfer clock domains and buffer the data packets. The parsed information is delivered
to a virtual network function module and control of the optical switch is generated through optical headers. Align/Sync/Idle sequences (K28.0, K28.3, and K28.5 in 8b/10b encoding control signals), are sent during channel idle time.

3.3 Experimental Set Up

In this experimental demonstration, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax) wireless video packets were generated on a mobile device. As the mobile user maneuvered around, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets were sent to the WiMax base station from the Client using the VideoLAN Client (VLC)\textsuperscript{[66]}, a open source software multimedia player product developed by the VideoLAN Project. The packets reached the base station and were processed by a NetServ \textsuperscript{[67]} application module. This module polled for the downstream RSSI value (or the distance of the client from the base station) periodically. Based on this value, the module would then modify the destination IP address of the packet and send the packet on a VLAN through an Optical Network Interface Card to a transparent WDM optical network.

3.3.1 WiMax Data Generation

WiMax refers to interoperable implementations of the IEEE 802.16 \textsuperscript{[68]} family of wireless-network standards. A WiMax-card enabled laptop computer, using the VLC video client was used to live stream video data. The mobile node was allowed to wander within the range of WiMax antenna and base station, thus varying the RSSI value of the video packets. Video captured by the camera of the mobile node was encoded and immediately streamed though a WiMax card. Video packets that were wirelessly streamed to a WiMax base station.

As seen in Figure 3.4 the software stack consisted of a Netserv module running on top of a Linux Kernal. The Netserv networking module \textsuperscript{[67]} is a node architecture for deploying in-network services in the next generation Internet. Netserv allows for network nodes to implement network services as modules. In this scheme, UDP packets are streamed from the client using VLC. The packets reach the base station and are processed by the NetServ application module. The
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Figure 3.3: Block Diagram of Optical-WiMax Test Bed - The architecture setup. Video from the client is dynamically streamed through the WiMAX base-station, transmitted over a VLAN and through an O-NIC and WDM encoded on the optical network, and then decoded at the end node. This process is transparent to the end users.

module polls for the downstream RSSI value (distance of client from the base station) periodically and modifies the packet changing the destination IP based on the RSSI value, actively changing the IP destination as the RSSI value changes. From the base station, the packets were sent of a Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) to a computer host.

3.3.2 VLAN and ONIC

A VLAN is set up by technology services between the base station and host computer. The host computer acts as a node in a cloud and relays the incoming packets to the transparent optical network. Attached to this host computer is a Myricom 10 GE card connected to the ONIC through a Quad Small Form-factor Pluggable (QSFP). In the ONIC, the electronic signal was repackaged into a optical network protocol package (as detailed in Section 2.1.1 With the IP address being interpreted as an address signal and the valid packet being identified by a framing wavelength. In this scheme, when the RSSI value is above
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**Figure 3.4: Software Stack** - UDP packets are streamed from the Client using VLC. The packets reach the base station and are processed by the NetServ application module. The module polls for the downstream RSSI value (distance of client from the base station) periodically and modifies the packet changing the destination IP based on the RSSI value.

If the RSSI value is above a predefined threshold, and the packet is being sent, the framing wavelength is on, and the IP address is changed to that of node A, which is interpreted by the optical network as a 1.

On the contrary, if the RSSI value is below a predefined threshold, the IP address is changed to node B, and interpreted by the optical network as a 0. Table 3.1 illustrates the logic of this scheme. In this architecture, the number of wavelengths needed would be N+1, wherein N is the number of nodes, a nominal cost to the system. The wavelengths are modulated by Lithium Niobate modulators (LiNbO3) to be translated into the optical domain. These routing wavelengths
are combined with the WDM data/payload wavelengths produced by the ONIC through a passive optical multiplexer. The WDM packets use Ch36-Ch39 ITU spacing with the Frame and Address using Ch27 and Ch53. Figure 3.5 illustrates the test bed set up.

Figure 3.5: Optical-WiMax Test Bed - The physical network setup. A Vertex IV FPGA is used as the Optical-Network Interface Card (ONIC) and modulators are used to encode the WDM striped data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No Packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Packet Valid and switch to B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No Packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Packet Valid and Switch to A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Logic for wavelength-striped control - Whenever the Frame address bit is on, indicating a valid packet, the address bit controls the destination address, indicating a switch to node A or node B (1 or 0, respectively)

3.3.3 Results

VLC generated video was streamed wirelessly to a WiMax basestation. The Netserve module actively modified the packet destination based on the RSSI
value of the incoming packets. This can be seen in Figure 3.7, which shows a
screenshot of the two ports that the receive node is listening on. The video could
been seen switching from one port to another as the mobile client’s RSSI changed
to above the determined switching threshold. Figure 3.6 shows the output eyes
for all ITU spaced channels, 36-39. The WDM optical packets had header
wavelengths that changed depending on the destination IP of the packet.

![Figure 3.6: Optical-WiMax Results- Eyes](image)

The end node client actively listened on the two IP ports for incoming data
streams. As the mobile client’s RSSI value changed, the video stream could be
seen switching from one IP port to the other and back. This experiment was a first
step toward dynamic transparent optically connected resources for heterogeneous
systems. With applications in mCloud technologies and next-generation cloud
computing services, this work is a first step in mobile-wireless and optical network
integration and cross-domain awareness.

Switching of data similar to the data presented here was shown in later work,
please see Section 4.2.1 for more details on those lessons and how they were
addressed in subsequent experimental work.
Figure 3.7: Optical-WiMax Results - At the end node, the CPU is listening on the two IP ports. The VLC video packets can been seen switching from the lower RSSI value IP destination to the stronger RSSI valute IP destination after being streamed through the WiMax base station, a VLAN and a transparent optical network.

3.4 Discussion

The goal of the work presented in this chapter is to move beyond the current mobile cloud computing models that are user-unaware, by demonstrating a user-signal-strength-aware dynamic transparent optical system. The user-aware NetServ application module and Optical Interconnection Network Interface presented here abstracts away the optical network, which allows the commercial ethernet card to leverage the advantages of optical interconnects and the WDM data systems without changing the underlying architectures that have been developed over the last several decades.

In this experiment, video from the client is dynamically streamed through the WiMAX base station, transmitted over a VLAN and through an O-NIC and WDM encoded on the optical network, and then decoded at the end node. This
process is transparent to the end users. In this work, we explore a photonic network for dynamic switching of WiMax generated video packets transparently through an optical network.

A Wimax/Optical network test bed is presented, utilizing the ONIC in conjunction with a WiMax antenna and a VLAN connection to a transparent WDM optical network. This test bed dynamically changed the destination address of the packets why looking at the RSSI value of the mobile user. In this work a system was demonstrated that dynamically streams video data from a wireless client through the WiMAX base station. The packets are processed in real time by a netserv module, sent through a transparent WDM optical network, and received by the endnode.

This work demonstrates the ability of optical interconnects to be user-aware, and for the physical and software stack layers to work together to provide transparent, high-bandwidth, dynamic optical systems for next-generation mobile cloud computing applications. These systems must be high performance, with high bandwidth, improved latency, and improved energy and computing efficiency.
Chapter 4

A Photonic Network for Hardware Accelerator Enabled Utility Computing

By leveraging the inherent data parallelism optical interconnection can provide, hardware acceleration efficiencies can be improved. In this chapter, the issue of dynamic provisioning of resources is explored. The challenge of network functionality in Optically Connected Hardware Accelerators (OCHA) are addressed by expanding on existing protocols and developing hardware accelerator access protocols that leverage the optical network architecture described in Chapter 2. In order for this architecture to succeed, the data patterns found in heterogeneous computing systems must be understood and properly addressed.

Here, a high bandwidth, reconfigurable OCHA is presented and experimentally characterized that can dynamically allocated hardware accelerators, and allows for the delocalization of hardware acceleration in heterogeneous utility computing. In this experiment we validate our proposed architecture with a FPGA-based emulation test bed. The optical packets generated by the FPGA are sent through a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)-based, wave-length stripped, optical network, and utilizes a XOR phase-encoded header for routing.

The two characteristics addressed in this work are the multicasting abilities of optical networks and the lack of reconfigurability in current heterogeneous systems. Large amounts of data are often offloaded to the accelerator, and the
location of accelerator, as they appear to the processor is often Current networks for heterogeneous systems do not leverage the data parallelism inherent in many hardware accelerated applications, nor can the electronics do much to mitigate the high bandwidth demands.

4.1 Background

Multicasting data is an integral part of many hardware accelerator architectures. An ideal architecture for hardware accelerators would be massively data parallel. An optical network is capable of this data parallelism and has previously been shown to interface well with memory [56]. In order for this architecture to succeed, the network must be able to actively switch and multicast. In this work, we experimentally demonstrate a dynamic, optically switched and multicasted network that uniquely exploits the parallelism of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) in order to serve as an initial validation for our proposed architecture.

4.2 Lessons from Previous Work

OCHA and the Optically Connected Resources Module 4.3 build on preliminary work on optical interconnection network interfaces, as well as preliminary work in the realm of optically connected memory, seeking to optimize technologies found in these systems for hardware accelerator systems. Throughout these earlier experiments, the overall performance of the systems were limited by a number factors associated with using off-the-self FPGA development boards and commercial optical components.

4.2.1 Bandwidth Mismatches

In the initial work into dynamic optical interconnects, the aim was to achieve fast switching times of FPGA generated packets that well-emulated the data patterns found in typical heterogeneous utility computing systems. At the same time, an all optical solution was pursued, and thus devised the switching protocol outlined in Chapter [2]
4.2 Lessons from Previous Work

The initial switching implementation was to have the header wave lengths function as a packet switch, where in the signal stayed high (logic 1) or low (logic 0) for the duration of the packet. However, upon incorporating this switching/multicasting technology into our test bed, we discovered an AC coupling issue in the PIN-TIA receivers on the optical switching boards.

In order to achieve the desired switching times, we needed to use specific PIN-TIA receivers, which unfortunately needed to see a positive edge within a specific frequency range. This maximum time between positive edges of the receivers was less than the minimum length of the phase-lock loops (PLLs) on the FPGA to lock onto a data signal.

Thus, in this work, a Phase-Encoded Header was designed and implemented to achieve the fast switch of all-optical data while also allowing the architecture to send and receive large packet as they do in heterogeneous utility systems.

4.2.2 Burst Mode Receivers

Early optical memory work, as well as the Optical Network Interface work suffered from clock and data recovery overhead. Clock recovery is the process in which high speed serial links that operate without a shared clock [70], require a phase-lock-loop to align based on a series of incoming zeros and ones. This process is known as clock recovery and adds latency to the system. In traditional electronic links, once the link is established during a reset or system power-on, it is maintained indefinitely using idle data, as it did in Section 3.2. Consequently, there has been little focus on fast clock recovery methods.

However, as recent needs in energy efficiency in computing have lead many systems to turn towards standards in which idle links are turned off to increase energy efficiency. And, while this may be effective in lowering energy rates, the process of repeatedly turning off links makes clock recovery a more pressing matter then a simple start up overhead. Additionally, the move to optical interconnects with switching will likely prevent the transmission of idle data [20, 58, 71, 72], further increasing recover overhead. Due to the large size of the data packets in many heterogeneous systems (monte carlo simulations, market data, and graphics data) a certain amount of latency is tolerable.
4.3 Optically Connected Resources Module

However, in order to leverage and maximize the performance and efficiency benefits of optical interconnection networks as a whole without suffering the frequent recovery overhead, each of which could be several microseconds, focus has recently shifted to high-speed burst-mode receivers [73, 74]. Burst-mode receivers are designed to operate with unpredictable traffic patterns in the absence of ”idle data”, reducing the recovery overhead significantly. In [74], a locking time of 31 ns was achieved on 25 Gb/s data, and in [75] a locking time of less than 10 ns was achieved on 10 Gb/s data.

FPGAs, processors, accelerators and commercial FPGA development boards do not contain fast burst-mode receivers, and therefore integrating any existing processors and/or FPGAs with optical switching will suffer from high clock recovery overhead. To address this issue, the OCRM was designed with high-bandwidth expansion slots to enable future integration of burst-mode receivers like the ones in [74, 75]. In this scheme, a separate daughter card could be created that implements burst-mode receiving and serializer-deserializer (SerDes) functionality. This card would process the serial data and deliver equivalent parallel data and clock to the FPGA. This process would complete bypass the serial links of the FPGA used in this dissertation and would avoid the high recover overhead inherent in the FPGA’s serial transceivers. Using a daughter card in the expansion port allows for various burst-mode receiver implementations, which is a necessity due to the nature of ongoing burst-mode receiver research, and the resulting lack of commercial options at current.

4.3 Optically Connected Resources Module

The Optically Connected Resources Module (OCRM) is a custom FPGA-based design and test board fabricated for and used in this dissertation in experiments detailed in Chapters 4 and 5. The OCRM is a custom FPGA-based board that enables the implementation and characterization of diver OCHA architectures. The main advantage of using the OCHA is the fast prototyping abilities, reconfigurability and the close integration with high-speed serial transceivers by way of a high-performance FPGA. The FPGA provide inexpensive and flexible prototyping functionalities that are no possible using application-specific integrated
circuits, or off-the-shelf processors. This in turn creates a low-latency interface between the electrical domain within the hardware and the optical domain within the network.

The OCRM may be located physically distant from the associated processor, and thus leverage the distance-immunity of single mod optical fibers. Relocating the accelerator devices to be physically distant, but logically near, the processor frees up board space near the processor without significant impact on the system. This in turn will give system and architecture designers flexibility. Additionally, more accelerators than accessible electronically can be accessed by all the processors in the system.

The OCRM consists of an Altera Stratix IV FPGA with twelve bi-directional transceivers, each of which is capable of 11.3 Gb/s operation, replaceable DDR3 Dual Line Memory Module (DIMM), a 10/100-MB/s ethernet port, expansion ports capable of supporting peripherals with over 135 Gb/s aggregate bandwidth, and banks of general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins, one of which is a Matched Impedance Connector (MICTOR). Figure 4.1 shows a photograph of the OCRM while Figure 4.2 shows the physical mapping of each component over the OCRM photograph.

The OCRM is configured such that the FPGA can function as a processor emulator and a hardware accelerator emulator, that can communicates with a local photonic transceiver chip, which serves as the interface between the OIN and the compute elements. The photonic transceiver chip is a combination of the SerDes logic and high-speed transceivers on the FPGA, and discrete optical components. The FPGA was chosen for its relative inexpensiveness when compared to building custom ASICs, it’s flexibility, and the ability to do fast prototyping of different compute functionalities.

### 4.3.1 FPGA Hardware Design

The hardware structures implemented on the FPGA on the OCRM are created using the Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL). The top-level entities are the Logic (CPU Emulator or Accelerator Emulator), and the SerDes (Figure 4.1). Also of note is the use of the MICTOR GPIO port for header
4.3 Optically Connected Resources Module

Figure 4.1: Picture of OCRM - A picture of the OCRM module featuring a Altera Stratix IV FPGA, DDR3, 10/100 Mb/s ethernet port, bi-directional transceivers, expansion ports for daughter cards, and MICTOR GPIO wavelength control (please see ??). The SerDes module receives serial data to be de-serialized and relayed to the logic module (in these experiments 40 bit words), or serialized logic module data to relay to the photonic transceivers, with minimal latency.
4.4 Experimental Set Up

This experiment demonstrates the feasibility of the system as well as the efficiency of optically connected networks for utility computing. The system uses two Altera Stratix IV FPGA boards to emulate the CPU and hardware accelerator nodes. A third node is attached to a Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT) to confirm error free operation. The network control signals utilize low-speed general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins on the board to drive four SOAs to modulate the control bits for the network.

Figure 4.2: Diagram Overlaying Picture of OCRM - A diagram of the OCRM overlaying a photograph of the module identifying the locations of the Altera Stratix IV FPGA, the DDR3, 10/100 Mb/s ethernet port, bi-directional transceivers, expansion ports and the MICTOR GPIO
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Figure 4.3: Experimental Set-up - FPGA A modulates four payload channels and four network control wavelengths over a 2x2 actively switched network test-bed. FPGA B and the BERT receive these payloads from the optical network using four PIN-TIA receivers.

4.4.1 XOR Phase-Encoded Header

The header wavelengths are driven by GPIO pins on the OCRM, and internally on the logic array by an instantiation of the AltPLL I/O MegaFunction wizard. For the purposes of this experiment, the following parameters were set. Though, it should be noted that for even faster switching times, a faster phase encoded header can be used. The input clock was 10.089 MHz signal, in which the PLL was selected automatically. The PLL used the feedback path inside the PLL in normal mode, with no additional inputs or outputs with autobandwidth settings. The clock frequency parameters were a multiplication factor of 1, a division factor of 2017 to create the 800 ns pulsed signal, with a clock duty cycle of 50 %. These signals then drove low-speed optical amplifiers on control wavelength in the ITU [69] grid dedicated as Frame, A and B (1555.73, 1535.04, and 1533.47 nm, respectively) in table 4.1.

At the input to the switch, the packet goes through a 70/30 splitter. The 70 side of the split, containing both the header wavelengths and payload wavelengths continues on as the data packet. Meanwhile the 30 side is decoded for the header wavelengths. The header wavelengths then go through an Optical-Electronic conversion at the photodiode Trans Impedance Amplifier / Limiting Amplifier (PIN-TIA/LA) input port of the wavelength-stripped switch, while the rest of
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**Figure 4.4: Message Format of XOR Phase-encoded Header** - Low-speed header wavelengths are phase-encoded and sampled on the positive edge of a phase-offset sample clock. These header wavelengths are combined with high-speed payload wavelengths using WDM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Switch to Node A B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Both off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Switch to Node B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Switch to Node A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Both off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node A B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1: XOR Phase-encoded Header logic table** - On the positive edge of the sample clock, which is time delayed, the output SOAs are controlled by an XOR of their control bit with the frame bit. In the above table, these bits are labeled A and B. The logic explains what Nodes would be switched to in each scenario. This state is held until the next positive edge of the sample clock.

By eliminating the typical OEO conversions that you would see in a switching node, we save both time and energy, while speeding up performance (Please see
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2.1 for an schematic and picture of this switching hardware). These elements are timed such that the delay through the fiber is the same as the electronic delay through the switching node (approx 10 ns).

![Figure 4.5: Photograph of Experimental Set-up](image)

Figure 4.5: Photograph of Experimental Set-up - FPGA A modulates four payload channels and four network control wavelengths from the laser source trays over a 2x2 actively switched network test-bed. FPGA B and the BERT receive these payloads from the optical network using four PIN-TIA/LA receivers.

In the switching node, the electronic header controls enter a Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) where logic is in place to control a series of SOAs that either allow the data packet to pass, or suppress it. As seen in Table 4.1, the output of each port is individually controlled by a specific control signal. The output of each port is individually controlled using a bitwise XNOR of that ports control signal and a framing or reference signal, as seen in the logic table 4.1. This logic adds an additional wavelength to the network control, a minimal cost to the system. To avoid issues of clock skew, this output control is calculated on the positive edge of a phase-shifted, pulsed sample clock, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
4.5 Results

Error free propagation was verified on one receive path with a Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT) with bit-error rates (BERs) less than $10^{-12}$ for all 4 payload wavelengths using 11.3 Gb/s data rates. The other receive node (FPGA B) received 100us packets that were actively multicasted and switched through the network. Figure 4.6 shows the optical XOR Phase-encoded header scheme headers as detected on the CSA. A few of the 8 possible states are shown in this figure. Figure 4.7 shows the dynamic switching of 100 us packets.

We validate a proposed architecture with an experiment that leverages optical interconnects to demonstrate error free active switching and multicasting of FPGA generated and received packets.

Figure 4.6: XOR Phase Encoded Header - XOR-Phase-encoded header network control for (a) switch to output A (b) multicast (c) switch to output B and (d) both off
4.6 Discussion

This chapter demonstrates how OCHA enable novel system configurations, and therefore more efficient and resilient architectures. Heterogeneous systems, and accelerator use is continuing to grow in scale and complexity, and will likely incorporate multiple thousands of processors and accelerators, leading to many potential idle components and inefficiencies, as well as possible failure points.

As these utilities are following a CAPEX model of business, these failures and inefficiencies cut into cost and computing power. As a result, next-generation heterogeneous utility computing systems will be required to surpass today’s level of resilience and efficiency. The limitations of electronic interconnects prohibit modern accelerator technologies from implementing the architectures and acceleration need in future heterogeneous utility systems. To address these challenges, OCHA replace the electronic accelerator bus with an optical interconnection network, thereby enabling these novel accelerator architectures and distribution techniques.

The OCRM used here is a first-of-its-kind prototyping module that enable efficient, high performance all-optical communication between a processor and delocalized hardware accelerators. As an FPGA-based platform, it allows for reconfigurable test-bed implementations for explorations into the architectural

**Figure 4.7: Packet Routing** - input and output Packets when (a) switch to output A (b) multicast (c) switch to output

![Packet Routing Diagram](image)
and network design of optically connected acceleration (both ASIC and FPGA based) in heterogeneous computing.

By drawing on the lessons learned using off-the-shelf FPGA-based development boards, the custom OCRM was created to address the challenges facing OCHA development. These hindrances would otherwise have remained unknown—including the importance of burst-mode receivers, and the AC coupling-bandwidth mismatch of the switching elements and the OCRM. This in turn allows novel accelerator architectures to be developed, prototyped and experimentally characterized in a lab environment.

In this work, we propose and validate a photonic network for delocalized hardware acceleration in utility computing. This technology leverages the bandwidth distance product gained by WDM optical transmission to create a system where delocalized hardware accelerators can be dynamically allotted to different applications at run-time. High-bandwidth connectivity provided by WDM optical interconnects is an important enabler for delocalized hardware accelerators in utility computing.

A high throughput, dynamically reconfigurable optical network is demonstrated on an FPGA-controlled platform, with a CPU emulator, Bit Error Tester and hardware accelerator emulators. This work represents a significant step toward integration of optical links into hardware accelerator enabled data center architectures. The sum of the work in Chapter 2 and this chapter illustrate the need and feasibility of optically connected resources, and their flexibility.

This work demonstrates the need for low-latency, high-performance optical interconnects within future large-scale heterogeneous utility systems. These OCHA systems must also be flexible, using optical switching, and optical multicasting, and be bidirectional to enable innovative systems architecture for future heterogeneous utility systems with improved bandwidth, latency, and efficiency.
Chapter 5

FPGA Implemented Bidirectional OCHA

In this chapter, a dynamic, high bandwidth, bidirectional OCHA is presented and experimentally characterized that can dynamically allocated hardware accelerators, can also address network incast bottle issues plaguing these systems today, and allows for the delocalization of hardware acceleration in heterogeneous utility computing. In this experiment we validate our proposed architecture with a FPGA-based bidirectional emulation test bed. The optical packets generated by the FPGA are sent through a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)-based, wave-length stripped, optical network, and utilizes a phase-encoded header for routing.

5.1 Background

In this chapter, the issue of dynamic provisioning of resources is explored. By combining heterogeneous systems with economies of scale, comparatively lower capital expenditures, and most importantly, dynamic provisioning, the benefits of heterogeneous clouds and utility systems can be further realized \[23\]. The challenges of network functionality and bidirectionality in Optically Connected Hardware Accelerators (OCHA) are addressed by expanding on existing protocols and developing hardware accelerator access protocols that leverage the optical network architecture described in Chapter \[2\].
In order for this architecture to succeed, the data patterns found in heterogeneous computing systems must be understood and properly addressed. The advantages of optical interconnects must also be leveraged. The FPGA was chosen due to its unique ability to offer fast prototyping at low cost. The photonic interconnection network employs a bidirectional switching design to maximize the dynamic re-configurability capabilities. By exploiting the bidirectional transparency of the SOA [79], the underlying optical medium, and by utilizing optical circulators, we are able to build a network that uniquely addresses many issues facing heterogeneous utility computer architectures today.

The two characteristics addressed in this work are the data movement protocols and the incast bottleneck described in Chapter [2, 4]. Large amounts of data are often offloaded to the accelerator, and, after some processing, a smaller amount of data is sent back to the CPU. Current networks for heterogeneous systems do not leverage the data parallelism inherent in many hardware accelerated applications, nor can the electronics do much to mitigate the network incase bottleneck. This experiment emulates this scheme and explores the feasibility of the architecture to provide bidirectional, reconfigurable, dynamic hardware accelerator allocation.

5.2 Overview of OCHA

In contrast with current models in which accelerators are hardwired to a specific location and function, in the proposed scheme, hardware accelerators are dynamically allocated at runtime, and thus become an application-specific configuration. The remote hardware accelerator architecture presented here utilizes the bandwidth and latency gains of optical networks to allow for a bank of hardware accelerators to be located remotely, yet still appear to be physically near the CPU [5.1]. The bank of hardware accelerators can be dynamically allocated to CPUs, and not restricted to the single local CPU.

This design scheme makes it possible for multiple hardware accelerators to be dynamically utilized by different CPUs. By integrating this architecture into a utility computing system, powerful, application-specific hardware will be available
Figure 5.1: Architectural Design - (A) CPU nodes with separate optically-connected hardware accelerator nodes that can be dynamically configured. The hardware modules could either be configured as a scheme where (B) the hardware accelerators are organized as a central bank or (C) each CPU has a dedicated hardware accelerator that it rents out to the system when not in use.

for applications to use. Leveraging the speedups provided by hardware accelerators, as well as the latency gains of optics, this system would speed up compute times without sacrificing energy efficiency, data center footprint, or cost.

The photonic interconnection network design makes it possible for multiple hardware accelerators to be dynamically utilized by different CPUs. By integrating this architecture into a utility computing system, powerful, application-specific hardware will be available for applications to use. By leveraging the
speedups provided by hardware accelerators, as well as the latency gains of optics, this system can minimize latency without sacrificing energy efficiency, data center footprint, or cost.

The WDM parallelism further enables several accelerator chips or the entire bank of accelerators to be accessed in parallel over a single fiber, thus increasing the accelerator-CPU bandwidth [22]. These hardware modules could either be a central bank that is allocated by a controller [5.1B], or rented out from other CPUs [5.1C]. Overall, delocalizing the hardware accelerators and replacing electronic buses with optical interconnection networks will not only increase bandwidth, reduce system wiring complexity, and lower energy consumption; delocalized accelerators will also allow the current trends for increased hardware acceleration in utility computing to continue scaling.

5.3 Experimental Set Up and Results

The test bed uses four custom Altera Statix IV FPGA boards to emulate the CPU and hardware accelerators. Error-free propagation is verified on the receive boards themselves, with each board utilizing the bidirectionality to send back an error count on a unique wavelength. As seen in Figure 5.2, the send node (FPGA 0), the CPU emulator, generates the four lanes of PRBS data in 100 us packets and control wavelengths. In order to maximize efficiency and minimize switching time, we implement a wavelength-stripped, phase-encoded header network control protocol.

5.3.1 PRBS Generation

The FPGA 0 acts as our CPU emulator. In this experiment, it generates a 40 bit PRBS. The PRBS was choose due to the fact that although it is deterministic, it seems to be random. The PRBS is generated using a series of linear feedback shift registers (LFSR), using an exclusive-nor (XNOR) of the bits 40, 38, 21, and 19 (as per [78]) to generate the PRBS. This logic is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

This PRBS data is sent on a 4x11.3 Gb/s network using WDM of ITU channels 36, 37, 38, and 39 (1548.51, 1547.72, 1546.92, and 1546.12 nm) [69], using
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Figure 5.2: Experimental Setup - FPGA 0 acts as the CPU emulator and modulates four payloads and four network control wavelengths over a 4x4 actively switched network testbed. The packets traverse a bidirectional optical network that utilizes a wavelength-stripped Phase-encoded header (see Fig. 2.). FPGAs A, B, and C act as the hardware accelerator nodes. They receive these payloads from the optical network and send an error count on a unique wavelength. FPGA 0 reads these wavelengths and confirms error-free propagation.

The high-speed transceivers on the OCRM, and combined with passive optical elements with the header wavelengths generated through the GPIO MICTOR.

5.3.2 Wavelength-stripped Phase-encoded Header

The Phase-encoded header presented here builds on the initial work into phase encoded headers (see Section 4.4.1). By making the switching algorithm slightly more complicated with the addition of a state machine, the same number of header
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Figure 5.3: PRBS generated using Linear Feedback Shift Registers - A 40-bit PRBS generator. The XNOR gate provides feedback to the registers as it shifts from right to left. The maximal sequence consists of every possible state.

wavelengths could be used to switch to three end nodes instead of two. Each end node can be individually switched to, and thus this phase-encoded header would require a N+1 header wavelengths for N destination nodes.

At the input to the switch, the packet goes through a 70/30 splitter. The 70 side of the split, containing both the header wavelengths and payload wavelengths continues on as the data packet. Meanwhile the 30 side is decoded for the header wavelengths. The header wavelengths then go through an Optical-Electronic conversion at the photodiode Trans Impedance Amplifier / Limiting Amplifier (PIN-TIA/LA) input port of the wavelength-stripped switch, while the rest of the packet is kept on a FDL.

By eliminating the typical OEO conversions normally seen in a switching node, we save both time and energy, while speeding up performance (Please see 2.1 for an schematic and picture of this switching hardware). These elements are timed such that the delay through the fiber is the same as the electronic delay through the switching node (approx 10 ns).

In the switching node, the electronic header controls enter a Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) where logic is in place to control a series of SOAs that either allow the data packet to pass, or suppress it. As seen in Table 5.1, the output of each port is individually controlled by a specific control signal. To avoid issues of clock skew, this output control is calculated on the positive edge of a phase-shifted, pulsed sample clock, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A0</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>All off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Switch to Node 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node 0 and 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Switch to Node 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node 0 and 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Switch to Node 1 and 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to Node 0, 1, and 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Phase-encoded Header logic table - On the positive edge of the sample clock, which is time delayed, the output SOAs are controlled by the state of their control bit. In the above table, these bits are labeled A2, A1, and A0. The logic explains what Nodes would be switched to in each scenario. This state is held until the next positive edge of the sample clock.

5.3.3 Error Checker and Results

Each transceiver bank interfaces with optical components to generate (FPGA 0) and receive (FPGAs A, B, and C) 4x11.3 Gb/s WDM data transactions. At the hardware accelerator emulator nodes, FPGAs A, B, and C, the data is decoded and goes through an error checker. Once the transceiver phase lock loop locks onto the incoming data stream, verifying that valid data is on the transceiver, the PRBS data is deserialized and sent to be checked on an error checker.

The error checker takes the predictable PRBS pattern generator and compares the received PRBS sequence with the expected one. With each new packet, the error checker generates the next, predictable number in the pattern with its own LFSR XNOR of the bits 40, 38, 21, and 19. This number is cached and on the next packet, the cached prediction is compared with the new packet. If there is a discrepancy, the error count is incremented, if the numbers match, the error count remains the same.

In generating the PRBS on the emulator nodes, we emulate the behavior of a hardware accelerator. The error count is then sent back on the nodes return path,
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through an optical circulator, to the original CPU-emulator node. Each node has a dedicated wavelength for its error count. This node then reads each error count, ensuring that the packets were sent error-free. In this work we verified error-free propagation of 4x11.3 Gbps 40-bit PRBS [80] data over a bidirectional network. The results of a few of these iterations can be seen in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.4: Phase-encoded header design scheme - On the positive edge of the sample clock, which is time delayed, the output SOAs are controlled by the state of their control bit. This allows the system to individually control each output port and allows for a logical multicast. In these scenarios, this system would multicast, switch to A and B, and turn all the ports off, respectively.

Fig. 5.4 illustrates a few examples of this phase-encoded header control logic for a multicast, a switch to Nodes A and B, and all outputs off, using screen captures from the Continuous Spectrum Analyzer (CSA).

The use of circulators for the bidirectional, optical return path also addresses the incast bottleneck facing many heterogeneous systems. Optical circulators are passive devices that do not contribute to power consumption in the system. The optical return paths are multiplexed together onto one return fiber. In an electronic system, this incast would require dedicated links from each node, where in the optical system, this is not the case.
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**Figure 5.5: Data Packet Switching** - Switching of a 100 us packet through the network in a multicast, a switch to A and B, and all off. The input packet can be seen in the top box, while the optical outputs can be seen in each scenario in the lower boxes.

Additionally, in some system designs, the accelerators could leverage a tunable laser (TL) instead of the fixed lasers used in this experiment. In this scheme, the accelerator could share and optical return path. By further leveraging modulation formats, this paradigm could be optimized further.

The use of wavelength-striped optical multicasting reduces overall access latency while also increasing bandwidth. Optical multicasting allows any set of OCHA node to be accessed in parallel, and thus combines the bandwidth of each OCHA node to provide the processor with greater aggregate accelerator bandwidth.

Latency is reduced, as detailed in Section[4.2.2](#), due to the the tens of nanoseconds of latency each independent accelerator access incurs. Constraints from energy dissipation, pin count, wiring complexity, and available space would require an electronically-connected memory system containing the accelerator devices proposed here to perform many accelerator accesses serially rather than simultaneously.
Here, the total accelerator access latency is reduced to that of a single accelerator access, regardless of the number of OCM nodes access by simultaneously access any set or subset of OCHA nodes with the use of the optical multicast approach. This experimental demonstration of accelerator data across one, two, or three nodes all incur the same access latency (time of flight + clock recovery time). Similarly, the latency incurred for accessing a entire OCHA node (be it 36 or 72 or more) would also be the time of flight + clock recovery time.

5.4 Discussion

This chapter demonstrates how OCHA enables novel architectures and accelerator access protocols and therefore more resilient and flexible heterogeneous systems. Large-scale computing systems continue to scale and incorporate acceleration and will soon likely include diverse many thousands of nodes systems with GPUs, FPGAs, FFP, and CPUs working in tandem on computational tasks. Consequently, next-generation heterogeneous utility systems will need to surpass today’s level of reconfigurability and resilience.

The limitations of electronic interconnects limits and at times prohibits the ability of modern systems to in implementing the architectures and delocalization protocols necessary in future heterogeneous utility computing systems. To address these challenges and opportunities, the OCHA replaces the electrical connection bus to accelerators with and optical interconnection network, thereby enabling novel architectures that leverage the data parallelism in accelerator data, reduce latency, and offered reconfigurability.

The data behavior in this test bed is an emulation of the data patterns found in many heterogeneous utility computing systems, in that a large amount of data is multicasts or switched to a number of accelerator units, whom respond with a smaller data set after some computation. In this work, we further propose and validate a photonic network for delocalized hardware acceleration in utility computing.

In generating the PRBS on the emulator nodes, we emulate the behavior of a hardware accelerator. In calculating the PRBS and creating an error checker on the receive FPGAs, a hardware accelerator node is emulated. The error count
is then sent back on the nodes return path, through an optical circulator, to the original CPU-emulator node.

This technology leverages the bandwidth distance product gained by WDM optical transmission to create a system where delocalized hardware accelerators can be dynamically allotted to different applications at run-time. A bi-direction, dynamically reconfigurable optical network is demonstrated on an FPGA-controlled platform, with a CPU emulator and hardware accelerator emulators. This work represents a significant step toward integration of optical links into hardware accelerator enabled data center architectures.
Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusion

The work presented in this dissertation has focused on the design and implementation of optically-connected hardware accelerators for heterogeneous utility computing. This final chapter discusses the accomplishments present here and summarizes ongoing and future work that could lead to the commercialization of the work presented in this dissertation. In closing, a summary of this body of work is presented.

6.1 Overview

This work is primarily motivated by the growing trend in utility computing towards heterogeneity, the resulting issues with placement and networking to hardware accelerators and the need for a fundamental redesign of processor-accelerator communications. The use of specialized hardware either in the form of an ASIC like a GPU or FPP, or reconfigurable, like a FPGA.

However, the use of hardware acceleration creates a bottleneck and localization constraints due to its reliance on electrical interconnects that limit performance, efficiency, and scalability. The resulting restrictions placed the system become a limiting factor in the overall performance of heterogeneous utility computing systems.

Optically-connect hardware accelerators have been presented here as a solution to the bottleneck, localization limitations, and network latency found in current heterogeneous utility computing systems, owing to its ability to eliminate
the electronic bus to hardware accelerators. The need for a switch to optics in utility systems and the increasing heterogeneity of these systems has become apparent to the optical research community and industry, and the work presented in this dissertation take the first steps in achieving this endeavour.

By replacing the wide electronic bus (e.g., PCIe) to hardware accelerators with an optical interconnection network, future utility computing systems will be about to dynamically access vast quantities of specialized and reprogrammable acceleration, and maintain continued scaling of these systems. Throughout this dissertation, three key metrics for next-generation systems are addressed:

- **Bandwidth** - The low bandwidth-density of electrical interconnects limits hardware accelerators to localization. This work overcomes these challenges through the high bandwidth-density of optics, which allows terabits-per-second of data to traverse a single fiber using WDM. Furthermore, optical interconnection networks enable greatly increased bandwidth through simultaneous access to multiple OCHA devices with optical multicasting.

- **Latency** - The network latency in heterogeneous systems is a large part of the overall system latency. Future heterogeneous utility computing systems will need to implement networks to hardware accelerators that provide ultra-low latencies, in addition to high bandwidths. The optical network architectures presented here can address this issue through transparent optical routing, in which high-bandwidth WDM messages traverse an optical network with time-of-flight latency. The use of the wavelength-striped phase encoded header optical routing enables a custom network-aware arbiter to execute accelerator allocation with optimal latency.

- **Efficiency** - Two major metrics of performance in utility systems are energy efficiency (green computing) and computing efficiency (computations per unit time). With the growing number of hardware accelerators in cloud and high performance computing systems, the electronic bus linking accelerators to processors is becoming a significant source of power dissipation. Each hardware accelerator added to the system will increase computing efficiency,
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if properly utilized, but will also increase the pin count, adding more power-
hungry data buffers.

Larger and more accelerator devices speed up computing times but increase
the total physical wiring distancing, wiring complexity and those power dis-
sipation. The speedups provided for optical interconnected heterogeneous
systems improve on the efficiency of electronic systems. This work demon-
strated how integration of optical networks with dynamic allocation will
leverage the benefits of heterogeneous utility computing while simultane-
ously leveraging the energy efficiencies provided by optical networking.

6.2 Future Work

With the accomplishments from these first, critical steps in creating optically-
connect accelerator systems, it is important to learn from previous work and
address the next steps and remaining challenges. Our next steps in the work will
be to continue exploring the feasibility and advantages of this system by explor-
ing a number of characteristics and applications as they apply to this network
architecture.

6.2.1 Architectural Design

Due to the varying applications, and accelerators in heterogeneous systems, OCHAs
will not be a one-size-fits-all solution. Architectures will have to be designed to
determine the optimal bandwidth, placement, and allocations to allow for mini-
mized latency, and maximized bandwidth, energy, and compute efficiencies.

In order to enable next generation systems to perform to their full potential,
more work will need to be done to build on the work in this dissertation. Of
interest are to explore the architectural configurations for reconfigurable hardware
like FPGAs, as opposed to ASICs. Other work ongoing work on GPU integration
and popular hardware accelerators like Floating Point Processors (FPP) will also
need to be investigated.

Advanced schedule and non-blocking arbitration would also need to be added
to the work presented in this dissertation to further investigate the advantages of
this architecture. In order to leverage the advantages of optics without disruption to the ongoing engineering and innovations in utility computing systems, it would be advantageous to explore possibilities in which there is a certain level of abstraction and transparency in the optical network. By leveraging the work presented in this dissertation, a path towards innovation is possible.

Differing communication and parallelism in applications that run on heterogeneous systems will also need to be investigated. In many financial service applications, were market data is streamed uncompressed, more bandwidth would need to be allocated. While, in applications like Gaming as a service, designs with varying GPU configurations for different games (ie graphics intensive, vs physics intensive) would need to be investigated.

### 6.2.2 Optically Connected Memory

Demands on the memory systems in utility systems have driven the development of processing-memory interconnects that require greater performance and flexibility. As computation systems increase in complexity and heterogeneity, the latency caused by this "memory wall" will be exacerbated, and in order for OCHA to succeed, the memory interface will also need to be addressed.

A great deal of work into optically connected memory shows promise, leveraging many of the same advantages outlined in this dissertation, but uniquely exploiting the optics for problems facing memory systems.

The OCRM presented in this dissertation allows for the easy expansion into incorporating optically connected memory systems under investigation into the heterogeneous systems investigated here. Integrating the use of optically connected memory alongside optically connect hardware acceleration will enable future-generation heterogeneous utility systems to continue maximizing efficiency, minimizing latency, and exploiting optical bandwidth.

### 6.2.3 Silicon Photonic Integration

Nanophotonic devices like microring resonators and ring-based WDM modulators must be integrated as closely as possible with the electronic driver circuitry
in order to eliminate power-hungry, bandwidth-limited electrical wires. CMOS-compatible silicon photonic devices are especially promising to achieve this goal. The microring resonator shows promise in being a building block for WDM modulators, switches, filters, and photo detectors, all of which are elements needed for the architecture outlined in this dissertation. The work presented here did not progress to include the use of silicon photonics, but future systems will need this integration.

Microring-based optical switches, with a large free spectral range, are particularly attractive for accelerator applications due to their ability to switch many wavelengths. This is a perfect application to the WDM packets demonstrated in this work. In contrast to electronic switches, where higher bandwidth equates to higher power consumed by the switch, in ring resonator based switches, the more data in a packet, the more energy efficient it becomes. However, there are still work to be done in thermal stabilization of microring resonators. Ongoing research in this arena show promise, and would need to be integrated into this system as an architecture entity.

Fabrication technological challenges facing integration of optics into processors must also be addressed. And, until optical devices are integrated in a 3D stack or monolithically, the bandwidth of going off-chip will still impose electronic wiring bottlenecks on utility computing systems. Silicon photonics will also be an integral part of future-generation 3D stacked heterogeneous computing chips, functioning as an additional transport layer.

6.2.4 Burst-Mode Receivers

The need for burst-mode receivers is made ever more clearer throughout the work in this thesis. When processors and accelerators (and even memory) communicate over an optical network, each and every message could become subject to a costly clock and data recovery overhead that would reduce the throughput of the already latency-clogged heterogeneous utility system. Moreover, there is the possibility that optical network architectures may cause messages to arrive at each receiver with different phases and/or power levels, further motivating the need for robust burst-mode receiver circuitry.
The lack of fast burst-mode receivers availability limited the abilities of the work in this dissertation. The OCRM presented here on which a majority of this work has been implemented holds the potential and capacity to support suitable burst-mode receivers through the high-bandwidth expansion port, and further and future work must develop such a receiver and characterize the impact it will have on OCHA systems.

6.2.5 Runtime Allocation Integration

The first commercial OCHA systems will likely be deployed as server or rack sized cluster-scale systems. This system will require a solution that incorporates runtime allocation and software integration into the systems. In this setup, current research into compilation and runtime scheduling of accelerator nodes by a network aware arbiter will be imperative to the success.

By integrating a compiler like Liquid Metal or LegUP the OCHA system would abstract away the complex programming and allocation difficulties holding back current heterogeneous utility computing systems. In this paradigm, software programmers would be unaware of the physical placements and networking of accelerators and thusly the server systems would face less barriers to adoption, as existing software applications would not have to be rewritten for the new OCHA systems.

6.2.6 Commercialization

By leveraging the work presented in this dissertation, as well as ongoing work in photonic integration, heterogeneous architectural design and compilers and runtimes for heterogeneous systems, commercially-viable optically-connected hardware accelerators in heterogeneous systems could be realized on a 5-to-10 year timescale. High-performance optical transceivers already exist that could be packaged with processors and accelerators to improve network latency and of large-scale utility computing systems.

The integration of compilers and runtimes with heterogeneous systems would alleviate allocation and programming challenges in heterogeneous systems and abstract away many of the programming challenges, thus lowering the barriers to
entry and adoption. The integration of photonic transceivers would enable the use of optical switching and optical networks detailed in this dissertation and provide architectural benefits and overall system performance and efficiency. These benefits would then in turn provide the motivation to further investigate and integrate optical components into heterogeneous computing systems to achieve even greater computational and energy performance improvements when compared to existing electrically-connected, localized hardware accelerator systems.

6.3 Summary

The latency caused by the network is quickly becoming a major cause of bottlenecks in heterogeneous utility computing systems. In addition, the location and function of hardware accelerators is increasingly becoming an application-specific computation problem. In general, the response to this issue has been to either deploy as many hard accelerators as electronic wiring permits and let accelerators sit idle when not need by their master CPU, or to optimize processing nodes to cope with a large network latency time.

The inability to break free of this paradigm stems for the reliance on electronic connection networks at the board and rack level of the computing system, and the resultant penalties in energy dissipation and overall scalability. The reluctance to adopt new physical layer technology and the architectures enabled by them is primarily due to the relatively mature state of electronic interconnect technology, its established protocols and therefore pervasiveness, and the resulting high cost and unknowns of migrating to a new technology.

Nonetheless, at present, the growing demands of HPCs and Cloud Computing technologies are exceeding the limits of electrical interconnects. However, computer-directed photonic technologies are reaching the point of maturity, and thus rack-to-rack interconnects are increasingly becoming optical due to the low barrier of entry. Concurrently, revolutions in both software programming and runtime scheduling as well as optical interconnect networks

This dissertation takes the initial steps in integrating optical interconnects into hardware accelerated heterogeneous utility computing systems. By developing architectures, protocols, and physical-layer systems, this work demonstrates the
many advantages of optically connected hardware acceleration, while identifying previously unknown integration challenges.

Some of these challenges have been addressed, such as a control method for wavelength-striped phase-encoded headers, while other challenges, such as optimal architecture designs, burst-mode receiver integration, and runtime allocation integration are to be addressed in future work.
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